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Sahay -- From students to spouses : gender and labour in Indian
transnationalism / Amy Bhatt -- Transnationalism and return migration
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Sinah Theres Kloss -- Indian music and transnationalism / Peter
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J. Smith -- Experiences of empowerment and constraint : narratives of
transnational Indian women entrepreneurs / Manashi Ray -- Indian
origin women : organising against apartheid / Quraisha Dawood &
Mariam Seedat-Khan -- Workers, families, and households : towards a
gendered, raced, and classed understanding of Indian transnationalism
in Canada / Amrita Hari -- Is migration a ticket to freedom? : exploring
sense of freedom among Indian women in Toronto / Sutama Ghosh --
Middling Tamil migrant workers and the translocal village in Singapore
/ Selvaraj Velayutham -- The transnational mobility of Indians in the
time of the British Empire / Sumita Mukherjee -- Layered cities, shared
histories : gold, mobility and urbanity between Dubai and Malabar /
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"This book introduces readers to the many dimensions of historical and
contemporary Indian transnationalism and the experiences of migrants
and workers to reveal the structures of transnationalism and the ways
in which Indian origin groups are affected. The concept of crossing
borders emerges as an important theme, along with the weaving of life
in geographic and web spaces. The authors draw from a variety of
archives and intellectual perspectives in order to map the narratives of
Indian transnationalism and analyse the interplay of culture and
structures within transnational contexts. The topics covered range from
the history of transnational networks, activism, identity, gender,
politics, labour, policy, performance, literature and more. This
collection presents a wide array of issues and debates which will
reinvigorate discussions about Indian transnationalism. This book will
be an invaluable resource for academicians, researchers, and students
interested in studying South Asia in general and the Indian diaspora in
particular"--


